HabaSYNC® Flex timing belts
Seamless high-performance belts

HabaSYNC® Flex timing belts offer all the reliability and precision
of HabaSYNC® belts, while their helically wound cords provide
double the tensile strength of joined endless timing belts.
HabaSYNC® Flex belts are ideal for conveying heavy loads; they
are also used in high power transmission applications.
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Features
• High abrasion resistance
• Hydrolysis resistance
• UV light and ozone resistance
• Good oil and grease resistance
• Resistance to some acids and caustic solutions
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COMMESSA
INTERASSI NON TOLLERATI

> 250

±0.15

< 250

TOLLERANZE DIMENSIONI ANGOLARI
RACCORDI DI UTENSILE NON

A

QUOTATI

R 0.8 MAX

QUOTATI
TRATTAMENTI

habasit

±0.25

GREZZO

TOLLERANZE
DIMENSIONALI
LINEARI

LATO CORTO
FINIT. MEDIA

SMUSSI DI UTENSILE NON

0.5 x 45°

<= 10
±1°

DIM.
RUG.
Ra1.6-Ra6.3
Ra 12.5

0.1 - 0.2 x 45°
PESO

DISEGNO RISERVATO
A NORMA DI LEGGE
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>30-120

± 0.1

± 0.15

± 0.2

± 0.2

± 0.3

± 0.5

>50 - 120
±0° 20'

N/A

MATERIALE

ITALIANA S.P.A.
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>6-30

± 0.1

Ra
( m)

>120 - 400
±0° 10'

MACCHINA

>120-315 >315-1000 >1000-2000 >2000-4000

0-6
± 0.05

>10 - 50
±0° 30'

TOGLIERE SPIGOLI VIVI CON

>400
±0° 5'

± 0.3

± 0.5

± 0.8

± 0.8

± 1.2

±2

VERIF.

DATA

DISEGNATORE

DATA

vv_vinmau
FOGLIO

A2

N°Pz
>4000
± 1.5
±3

A

28/09/2017
ISO

SCALA
CODICE DISEGNO

DENOMINAZIONE

2

Assieme cinghia cavi doppio spazio
1

HabaSYNC® flex seamless timing belts

Twice as flexible – with a choice of slitting lanes for perfect results
What's special about HabaSYNC® Flex timing belts is the variable arrangement
of the cords inside the belt.
Individual slitting lanes are possible of any width and distance up to a total
width of 150 mm, e.g. 6 x 25 mm, 5 x 30 mm, 9 x 16 mm, 4 x 35 mm, etc.
This makes it easy to cut and punch holes in the belt.
The exposure of cords at the belt edges is significantly reduced. As a result, the
cut edges of the belt are almost completely smooth, meeting the requirements
of many applications.
HabaSYNC flex seamless (truly endless) timing belts are ideal for synchronized conveying and precise positioning
of heavy loads. Manufactured with helically wound cords, they provide double the strength of joined endless belts.
They can also be used in high power transmission applications.
HabaSYNC® seamless timing belts are manufactured in endless lengths without cord interruption. The cord
is coiled in a spiral shape. They can be universally used for all tasks in conveyance and power transmission
engineering up to 10,000 rpm.
Synchronized conveying
When timing belt conveyor applications require parallel or linear synchronicity, HabaSYNC® seamless timing
belts meet the challenge thanks to exact tooth pitches and very small tolerances. Smaller tooth pitches can be
used while offering the same performance as welded endless belts. This allows for smaller pulley diameters
and shorter transfer points.
Precise positioning
The seamless design allows highly precise positioning over the entire length of the belt and gentle product
conveyance without damage or bottlenecks. Tighter product spacing on the belt supports increased
throughput and results in greater efficiency.
Drive power transmission
HabaSYNC® seamless timing belts offer the highest possible and most efficient drive power transmission.
They feature low noise and minimal start-up delay due to their low mass inertia and a high torsional stiffness,
which provide the added benefits of smooth running and precise directional stability. The seamless design
with uniform and precise tooth pitch over the entire belt length ensures flawless operation, especially for high
power transmission.
Materials
HabaSYNC® seamless timing belts are made with the same high quality cords and TPU materials as our open
end timing belts. Seamless timing belts can be produced with friction-reducing, wear-resistant polyamide
fabric on the tooth side. These polyamide fabrics are also available with antistatic properties.

HabaSYNC® flex seamless timing belts
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Availability of materials
All of the pitches above can be produced in different TPU materials including:
Code Material

Hardness

Properties

Color

Temperature range

01

Polyester urethane

92 Shore A High abrasion resistance

White

-20 to 80 °C
(-4 to 176 °F)

04

Polycarbonate urethane 92 Shore A Good microbial resistance

White

-20 to 80 °C
(-4 to 176 °F)

05

Polyether urethane

90 Shore A Good hydrolysis features FDA/EU

Cobalt blue

-30 to 80 °C
(-22 to 176 °F)

06

Polyester urethane

92 Shore A High abrasion resistance

Black

-20 to 80 °C
(-4 to 176 °F)

22

Polyester urethane

90 Shore A FDA/EU

Transparent

-20 to 70 °C
(-4 to 150 °F)

Slit lane configuration
Slit lanes are fully customizable per request. In case of doubts get in touch with a Habasit representative.

Solutions in motion

Comprehensive consulting and technical support
Profit from the best consulting and technical support in the lightweight belting
industry. Local experts are always available to assist you with your belting needs.
The Habasit team is proud to provide the highest level of support, together with
top-quality products that have led the global market for decades.

Belt selection and calculation assistance
We are always glad to help you select the most suitable belt for any application
for your convenience. We now also provide the free online tool ‘SeleCalc’ which
allows you to easily make selections and calculations yourself.
Simply register online at selecalc.habasit.com.

Fabrication, assembly and local installation services
As a full-service belting provider, we offer joining and assembly services either
at our own locations or directly on your equipment.
Habasit has over 30 affiliates worldwide, each with its own inventory, fabrication,
assembly and service facilities.
Together with representative offices and numerous qualified distributors, we can react
quickly and efficiently to meet all your needs.
Customer training programs
To ensure the optimal performance and maximum lifespan of all our products,
we offer training programs and various support tools. This includes proper procedures
for fabrication, installation, assembly, maintenance and belt repair, all of which take
place at a Habasit site or at your location.

Belt monitoring, inspections, analyses and process optimization proposals
We organize and handle belt maintenance, inspections, analyses and surveys
at customers' sites. Upon request, we are ready to develop optimization proposals
to ensure you’re getting maximum value from your machinery and process output.

Design assistance for customized solutions
Habasit believes in building partnerships with our customers. Our engineering team
will work closely with your engineers on joint design developments from initial design
to final implementation. This expert service can be invaluable for projects involving
new technologies or large-scale modifications and adaptations.

Information provided herein does not
constitute legal representations or
warranties and may change without
notice. Please refer to the specifications/
disclaimers provided in the respective
product data sheets.
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